
 
Grade 9 Language Arts Power Standards

 
 

       I CAN   

Writing: Research 
to Build and Present 
Knowledge   
9.1.10
9-10.SL.4
 
 
 
 
9-10.W.7
(9-10.W.8)
(9-10.W.9)
 

Write and present research 
that includes:
__ a thesis statement
__ a variety of primary and 
secondary sources
__ correct citations
__ effective paraphrasing 
and summarizing
 
Conduct short and more 
sustained research to 
answer a question:
__ avoid plagiarism
__ solve a problem, narrow 
or broaden inquiry
__ synthesize multiple 
sources
__ answer question 
research
__ demonstrate 
understanding of the subject 
under investigation
__ gather relevant 
information from multiple 
credible print and digital 
sources
__ use advanced searches
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
W.7/8/9
__ Conduct short and more sustained 
research to answer a question:

● __ avoid plagiarism
● __ solve a problem, narrow or 

broaden inquiry
● synthesize multiple sources
● answer question research
● demonstrate understanding of the 

subject under investigation
● gather relevant information from 

multiple credible print and digital 
sources

● use advanced searches
● integrate information into the text to 

maintain a flow of ideas
__ Produce a bibliography
 
__ Draw evidence from literary or 
informational texts to support analysis, 
reflection, and research
  

Reading: Information   
9-10.RI.1 Cite text to support analysis RI.1  

__ Cite strong, thorough, explicit textual 
evidence
__ Analyze explicit ideas in the text 
__ Draw inferences from the text



 
 
 
 
9.2.3
9-10.RI.2

 
 
 
 
Understand differences 
between nonfiction genres:
__ newspapers             __ 
magazines
__ electronic texts        __ 
biographies
__ essays                     __ 
speeches
__ reference materials
 

 
 
 
 
RI.2  
__ Determine a central idea
__ Cite supporting details
__ Analyze how the central idea emerges 
and is shaped by details
__ Present an objective summary

  RI.4 
__ Determine the meaning of words and 
phrases as used in the text

● Figurative meanings
● Connotative meanings
● Technical meanings
● Word choices that affect meaning and 

tone
9.2.4
9-10.RI.5
9-10.RI.6

Identify and analyze 
persuasive writing

RI.5
__ Examine an author’s development of 
claims or ideas
__ Determine how ideas or claims are refined 
by particular parts of the text
RI.6
__ Determine point of view
__ Determine purpose
__ Analyze how the author uses rhetoric to 
advance point of view or purpose

  RI.9
__ Analyze seminal U.S. documents of 
historical and literary significance

Reading Literature   
 

 

RL.1
__ Cite strong, thorough, explicit textual 
evidence
__ Draw inferences from the text

 
 

RL.2
__ Present an objective summary



9.2.9
9-10.RL.3

Identify and analyze:
__ character                  __ 
scene
__ setting                      __ 
chapter
__ plot                           __ 
verse
__ stanza                      __ 
article
__ act                            __ 
point of view
__ theme
 

RL.3
__ Analyze complex characters
__ Analyze how characters change and 
interact
__ Analyze the characters effect on 
advancement of the plot or development of 
theme

9.2.10
9-10.RL.5
9-10.L.5
9.2.13
9-10.RI.3

Identify and analyze:
__ mood                       __ 
dialogue
__ foreshadowing         __ 
poetic license
__ flashbacks               

RL.5
__ Analyze structure of text
__ Analyze order of events 
(e.g. parallel plot)
__ Examine author’s manipulation of time 
(e.g., pacing, flashbacks)
 

  RL.6
__ Analyze a particular point of view or 
cultural experience, drawing on a wide 
reading of world literature

9.2.15
9-10.RL.4
9.L.4

Build vocabulary by reading 
a variety of 
grade-level texts
 

RL.4
__ Determine the meaning of words and 
phrases as used in the text

● Figurative meanings
● Connotative meanings

__ Analyze how word choices affect meaning 
and tone
L.4
__ Use context clues to determine the 
meaning of a word
__ Use Greek or Latin roots to determine the 
meaning of a word

  RL.9
__ Identify the author’s use of an allusion

9-10.RL.10 Read and comprehend 
literary nonfiction at grade-
level

RL.10  Read and comprehend  literary fiction 
and nonfiction at grade level

Writing   



9.3.3
9-10.W.1

Write an argument
__ introduce precise claims
__ distinguish opposing 
claims
__ establish clear 
relationships among claims, 
counterclaims, reasons, and 
evidence
__ use words, phrases, 
and clauses to link text, 
create cohesion, and clarify 
relationships between 
reasons and evidence, 
and between claims and 
counterclaims
__ establish and maintain 
formal style and objective 
tone
__ provide a conclusion

W.1
Write an argument
__ introduce precise claims
__ distinguish opposing claims
__ establish clear relationships among 
claims, counterclaims, reasons, and 
evidence
__ use words, phrases, and clauses to 
link text, create cohesion, and clarify 
relationships between reasons and evidence, 
and between claims and counterclaims
__ establish and maintain formal style and 
objective tone
__ provide a concluding section

9.3.1
9-10.W.2

Write informative/
explanatory texts
__ introduce topic
__ organize complex ideas, 
concepts, and information 
to make connections and 
distinctions
__ develop topic with 
sufficient facts, extended 
definitions, details, and 
quotations
__ use appropriate 
transitions to create 
cohesion and clarify 
relationships among 
complex ideas/concepts
__ use precise language to 
manage topic complexity
 
__ establish and maintain 
formal style and objective 
tone
__ provide a conclusion 

W.2
Write informative/explanatory texts
__ introduce topic
__ organize complex ideas, concepts, 
and information to make connections and 
distinctions
__ format graphics to enhance writing
__ develop topic with sufficient facts, 
extended definitions, details, and quotations
__ use appropriate transitions to create 
cohesion and clarify relationships among 
complex ideas/concepts
 
__ use precise language to manage topic 
complexity
__ establish and maintain formal style and 
objective tone
__ provide a conclusion that articulates the 
topic’s significance



9.3.2
9-10.W.3

Write a narrative (real or 
imagined)
__ set a problem, situation, 
or observation and create 
a smooth transition of 
experiences and events
__ introduce a narrator and/
or characters
__ establish one or multiple 
points of view
__ use narrative techniques:
     __ dialogue
     __ pacing
     __ description
     __ reflection
     __ multiple plots
__ use a variety of 
techniques to sequence 
events
__ use precise words 
or phrases, details, and 
sensory language to create 
a vivid picture
__ provide a conclusion
 

W.3
Write a narrative (real or imagined)
__ set a problem, situation, or observation 
and create a smooth transition of 
experiences and events
__ introduce a narrator and/or characters
__ establish one or multiple points of view
__ use narrative techniques:
     __ dialogue
     __ pacing
     __ description
     __ reflection
     __ multiple plots
__ use a variety of techniques to sequence 
events
__ use precise words or phrases, details, and 
sensory language to create a vivid picture
__ provide a conclusion that resolves and 
reflects the experience

9.3.5 Organize ideas and details 
of a composition according 
to purpose
 

 

9.3.6
9.3.10
9-10.W.5

Draft, edit, and revise 
compositions for:
__ proper mechanics        
__ grammar
__ syntax                          __ 
diction
__ order                            
__ grade-appropriate 
vocabulary
 

W.4  Develop grade-level appropriate writing
 
W.5  
__ Use revision strategies
__ Use editing strategies
__ Focus on what is most significant for 
purpose and audience

9.3.12
9-10.SL.2
9-10.W.6
9.4.2

Use technology to publish 
and present 

W.6
__ Use technology to publish writing
__ Update individual or shared writing 
products
__ Link to other information in document
__ Display information flexibly and 
dynamically

  W.8
 
 

Speaking and Listening   



9.4.2 Use visual aids effectively 
in oral presentation (see 
9.3.12)

SL.5
__ Use multimedia in presentations

9.4.4 Engage in group discussion SL.1
__ Engage effectively in a range of 
collaborative discussions with diverse 
partners by building on others’ ideas and 
express one’s own ideas effectively 

● Prepare for discussions
● Follow rules for collegial discussions
● Pose and respond to specific 

questions
● Review the key ideas

9.4.5 Use critical listening skills, 
i.e., reflection

 

Standard 5:  Students 
understan
d media 

  

9.5.2 Access media for a variety 
of purposes
 

SL.2  
__ Understand information presented in 
various formats, and explain its value or 
purpose
 

  SL.3
__ Delineate between supported and 
unsupported claims

  SL.4
__ Present claims logically
__ Use descriptions, facts, and details
__ Use appropriate eye contact, volume, and 
pronunciation

Language   
9.6.1
9.6.2
9.6.3

Create effective sentences 
using correct:
__ sentence structure
__ parts of speech
__ punctuation

L.1 Demonstrate proper usage of the eight 
parts of speech (i.e., pronouns)
 
L.2  Use correct capitalization, punctuation, 
and spelling
__ Use punctuation to set off nonrestrictive/
parenthetical elements
 
L.3  
__ Use proper conventions
__ Use varying sentence patterns
__ Remain consistent in style and tone

 


